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Matt from Bellingham WA (1,3,4,5) returned in June 2015. He brought along his
buddy Chuck (2,4), as well as some rye,
cigars and bear salami. The boys had great
hunt and some good, clean fun with guide
Geoff (page 3). And we’re looking forward
to hunting with Matt again in June 2016.
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Stephan from the Harz Mountains
of Germany came to Omineca for
his first Black Bear. Waidmannsheil.
(That means “ Cheers and Way to
Go!” in German hunter lingo)
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1) A good morning Bull on the trail of receptive Cow.
2) Ted of Gallup, New Mexico dropped this bull where he stood
on Phantom Hill. We were calling in a bowl on top of the hill
when pulling out, we caught this bull coming up behind us.
3) This 7 foot Boar was feeding on the last huckleberries of the
season. Hunter: Bill from the Bay Area, CA by way of Idaho.
4) Darron of Williams Lake, BC with great mature Bull.
5) Bill at Mud Lake Lookout waiting on a Bull in the “magic hour”.
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1) End of Season Meat Hunt. Your humble scribe
and Outfitter, Frank (left) with a spike-fork bull,
Jill (center) and Guide Colin (right) returned as a
hunter in 2015 and took a fine young bull.
2) Jill on walk with her chum, Lou. Jill is the heart
and soul of the camp and my dear friend. She
keeps the camp organized and humming with an
eye for detail and a mother’s love. She can run
the boat in the storming pitch-black night and
keep the whole camp happy and warm. We have
run the camp and business together for over 10
years. 3) Guides Mike (left) and Wes (right) with
their own spring bears. These boys are friends,
hunters, family men and guide’s guides. Let em
loose in the bush and they won’t stop til the
game is down and work is done. 4) Guide Geoff
has been my buddy for over 30. To list his
qualities, skills and achievements would read like
fiction. There are other friends and family that
help keep the outfit running but Jill and the guys
here are the backbone of the Omineca crew. And
I couldn’t do it without them. Thanks Team!
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For hunt information contact us at:

frank@omineca.bc.ca
250 640-0340

